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Quest for the Crown of Trent
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"There is nothing you can do the start." 
now." he said to Jar. "That won't help Althar 

now." Jar replied gruffly.
"No, but it may help us."
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Besides, I don't think that Drak mood. silver disk that glinted in the
will be that easy to kill. You Tran was restless, pacing sunlight.
don't manage to stick around about and muttering. Valton "Keep this with you." he 
for two thousand years without sat with his back to a wall, said. "With this I will be aware 
acquiring some instinct for sur- storing into the fire. He was of any dangei that threatens

lost in thought. Jar watched you This way I will have some 
Tran pace. The dwarf came chance of helping you."

Jar accepted the disk and 
placed it in his pack. He was 
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Mountain range. Shortly after tion ruined by the blasts was 
starting into them the groups something not even the wizard

storm knew. They would have to con-
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vival."
"You're right about that."

Jar agreed. "I wish I knew just over and stood in front of the 
what is really going on."

"I know what you mean."
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wizard.
encounters a snow 
which blocks them from fur- tinue the journey on foot.

Valton took the lead, Tran not really want to anger a man 
Valton looked at Jar. "Is of his power. The disk might

prove helpful.

ther progress. While waiting 
out the storm they are attack- bringing up the rear. Jar 
ed by an unknown assailant, stumbled along, not really 
The group decides to advance watching where he was going. 
in the hopes of finding shelter. Tran kept a close eye on him.

The fireballs had ceased for

tion and Althar would likely be what he is saying true?" 
alive." Jar nodded. "Well I guess I 

"Drak has been meddling in can’t really blame you for feel- 
our affairs since we

With an abrupt nod of his 
first ing this way." the wizard head Valton started down the 

started out. And now Valton is replied. "If that is what you steep mountain side. The snow
wish then we will separate."

"Separate?" Tran yelled, him down considerably. He 
way this whole thing is being "We want to finish this without -,tumbled a few times but wes
fÆjfÆÆÆlL '"'vottorTshook h,s head. "You

Althar the Elf slips and desplt' 
the desperate efforts of his the moment and Valton was 
friends he falls over the side.) keeping a quick pace so that 

Valton helped Jar back from they would not be caught in 
the precipice. Not a word was another volley. As they hurried

controlling us."
"I don't much care for the

waist deep and slowedwas

able to eventually make to the 
gorge. Once there he looked 
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the elf was one reason Valton

whole thing involves. The looking for not more than thir- 
future of Kroan depends on the ty feet away, 
successful completion of your 
quest. This is not simply a mat- trampled snow. The snow was 
ter of recovering a stolen stained by blood and showed 
crown. I guarantee you that signs of there being someone 
you will have to do battle with else besides the elf being 
the forces of Drak and you will there. Whoever had been 
not win that on your own. You there had dragged off the body

of Althar. There was a large 
"How do we know what you trail in the snow and blood 

say is true." Jar asked. "So far showed on some patches 
we have been betrayed by one Valton followed the trail, 
wizard and now you are asking 
us to believe you. I no longer He forged a path through the 
know what or who to believe." deep snow wide enough that 

"Well then I have no choice, the stout dwarf would have os 
However, I will not totally wipe little trouble as possible. He 
my hands of the affair, I will be thought once more about his 
watching your progress and fallen companion. There was 
trying to help you behind the something that bothered him

about Althar's death but he 
Tran agreed begrudgingly, was unable to figure it out. At 

Jar was not sure whether he the last of it the elf had not

He hurried over to an area jf

will need help."

Jar decided to take the lead.
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